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Saturday, 15th Septembre, 2007
late at night, first night in Southafrica.......
Arrival in Hoedspruit after the chaotic hubbub in Johannesburg airport, sharp contrast: suitcases on
a small truck, a narrow path to a wooden building, encompassing the whole airport terminal, outside,
the luggage cart is waiting, everything arrived, surprisingly. The path over sand and stone to the gate of
Thornybush, to the main lodge, the first adventure: Impala-antelopes, nyala (as we learn later – white
stripes on the back and giant ears, in permanent movement, just like the rhino’s, listening into all directions, always alert), eagle, yellowbilled hornbills frequently, and glossy starlings – colourful mixture in
the barren-brown winter savannah. Right after arrival at N’Kaya safari – hours out in the bushveld with
Bruce and Andris, the native tracker, a strong team. Wildebeast, or gnu, giraffes – a “bachelor” herd,
later a female, a turquoise glossybird, a vulture’s nest, and the unmistaken highlight a rhino lady with
her calve, about a year young – diversity, spontaneous and unexpected – and it is of no concern that the
night drive offers a mere few scrub hares, jupiter and the stars – the impressions to take in are plentiful
for the first, yes, for the arrival day.......
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Evening – sunset on the road, into the falling night the unbelievably clear african southern sky, the
shining band of the Milky Way illuminating naturally the deep-black sky –
ebony and ivory.......
Nevertheless, some images surprising, unexpected tails – women, balancing the guest’s luggage on their
heads to luxurious rooms in Thornybush Lodge, khaki-coloured gowns, visions from ancient movies –
the power of tradition, a big man is a wealthy, a good man, because he has enough to eat, but also the
craft of the tracker, handed down from father to son, engrained in childhood, engrained in the blood,
the feeling for the bush, sensing the thoughts of the animals, their movements and intentions, knowing,
understanding – and utilising the anticipation to reveal a miniute piece of a mysterious, wild world to
strangers –

Depth and wideness,
hot sun and
mild wind –
this is Africa.......

maybe, and only maybe, one can find a tiny mouthpiece in a fascinating world............................
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Sonntag, 16. September 2007
Morgendämmergung über Thornybush.......
Extra – the cat-tour fantastic, extraordinair, very very special:

cheetah mother and 4 cubs

a leopardess during her morning bath

and then...

4 lionesses and 2 lions
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giraffes with a calve
(very long neck indeed)
many, many impalas

two steenbocks, hiding tiny in
the savannah
a jackal

4 kudu in a herd

many, many warthogs
birds knowing all about crackers (esp
the yellow beaked)

many, many, many more little things and big things.......

and later baboons for breakfast (alive, and out the fence), wishing to come in, but not allowed –
Sunrise above the Savannah.......

Late afternoon – as the heat slowly, reluctantly slips away with thick clouds rolling in, thunders roar
from the distant Drakensberg mountains –
everyone catching their breathes and waiting
waiting
waiting
for the rain
to come...............
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Satara, Kruger Park, Monday Night, 17. September 2007
Writing is hard – too many impressions, too many images, too
much is new, intense, to shape it into the simplicity of words.
We only watched a minute section of the Park today – rumpling
streets and concrete-framed waterholes to prevent the sparse,
remaining water from trickling away – dried-out soil. A herd of
zebra drinks, a zebra cools standing leg-deep in water, a jung runs
off to its mother – their stripes mix with into the black-white
horizon – symbol of Africa?

An old elephant bull grazes alone – he sees us, tentatively walks
towards us, curious? but we flee before he might find the apples
in our trunc. Red billed “ravens” seem to have more in common
with turkeys, really – everything but ravens, except maybe for
the deep, black feathers. They wander through long gras, upright
and proud, with their betraying blazing red beaks shining out,
impossible to be missed, not ravens at all. A vulture hunching on
a branch up high – image cut from a picture book of Africa –
looking down on us.
A few buffalo hold their afternoon nap in the half shadows of the sparse savanna
trees, and at the corner appears out of nothingness and bush a group of baboon,
granting us the high pleasure to see them run, walk, climb – maybe 15-20 animals,
at least 4 young, 6-8 months age, tumbling and running all over the place, playful,
chasing, not quite interested in the straight path anticipated by their mothers –
very much like their human relatives on a long stroll, maybe a little skinnier and
with more fur. A mother carries an infant under her belly, protects and holds the
little monkey while she runs with surprising speed to catch up with the strong,
grand male in the lead. We watch for a long, long time, attempt pictures through
the density of the bush, are glad for the binoculars – the group is a most amazing
highlight.
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Impala flee at the edge of the forest, impala near the road, here and there a steenbok, hard to spot,
kudus at dusk. While the sun slowly sinks towards the West, casting a mild and gentle light, we see, for
the very first time, the infinite land – the savannah in all directions, here a tinge of green, dotted with
undemanding trees, there brown-beige in the evening light, stretching far to the distant hills growing out
of the dry plains with the distinct green shapes of trees and bushes.
Africa – wide land, free land caressed by the wind – the fresh, dry savannah wind –
we wish you rain.......

We drive and drive into the sunset – red-glowing disk of light behind sparse trees, image Africas,
glowing land – a hyena at the roadside, a white headed eagle at the waterhole, spreading its wings in a
short dash of flight – lucky we are. In the fast falling dusk a herd of elephants in a deep ridge – protected
shadow allows a lusher, juicier green here – strong bulls, worrying mothers, young olifant children –
playful and impatient, a little bit to take home and cuddle, but just a little.
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Oh, I almost forgot the giraffes, sometimes far, their long necks to be spotted above the green-brown
of the land, tasting delicious leaves, fresh and sweet, sometimes quite near the path, almost in reach next
to us – and, of course, the shining turquoise bird, too nervous to be captured in pictures, but its fantastic
colours remain a vivid image in my dreams of Africa..............
Glowing sun,
sickle Moon, starry sky –
wide land –
the view of the immensity of Africa alone was worth
the rumbling and shaking over sand-graveled pathes.
Africa is alive and breathing
all around us, sharing
its air to breathe and live..............
wide, deep, wild land –
land, where nature fought her place
within the restrictive, expanding human world.......
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Kurger Park, Tuesday, 18. September 2007
Morning walk through the Savannah
The glowing red morning Sun over the beige gras of the Savannah
– the hoofpring of a black rhino, vanished for the night, a single
wildebeast, walking – morning is here, and we, too, walk on – out
into the plain. A group of elephants munching breakfast, suddenly
nervous – the wildebeast starts to run. We think their fine noses
have picked up our scent against the wind, as the elephants, too,
start to run away from us towards the rising Sun. Seconds later a
leopard shoots out from hiding in the long Savannah gras and runs
– a slender, elegant, spotted movement, very fast, into the cover
of the trees – a trumpet sounds, in a few seconds the leopard is
gone. Emerbing from the bush a herd of olifant, youngsters and all,
wandering across the plain – we gasp a happy breath knowing we
are very, very lucky to see a leopard running through the morning
Sun, standing in the grass.
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We move alongside the riverbed, in the fresh tracks of
a group of lions, observing the males fresh markings,
but they move on fast, and we, only 2-legged, small
animals, have no chance of catching them. A white
rhino wrinkels its nose at us and moves away – the
ranger shows us into a large loop to give the rhino
enough space. A charging rhino would make us lionfricassee for breakfast. A few times during the walk
we see her again, standing in the distance, somewhat
suspiciously, but never far. We enjoy her company.

A giraffe walkd by for picknick, and a mongoose vanishes quickly into the sea of grass.
As we walk on, giraffes again, accompanied
by “giraffe birds” (oxpeckers), a black-backed
jackal takes no notice of the weird intruders,
which we always seem to be in this wild and
endless wonderland.

Kudu are, as usual, illusive to cameras – they
always seem to know the perfect moment to disappear. Impala, plenty, running, jumping with
elegance and seemingly no force, as amazing as
ever.
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A few first wildflowers shine pink in the gentle morning light – the first trees blossom and stretch
their tiny yellow flower into the light, and some marvelous trees are lush and green, surprising after the
dryness of winter, spring is in the air......
Glossy starlings must buzz about inside their green leaves’ cover, twittering and fluting a welcome to
the new mornung, while the gentle Sun is warming our backs. We have to leave, leave Nature to her own
courses, leave the fascination of being part – a part of her world, immersed, welcomed and wild.

On the way out into the open, in the ssafari car, I was nervous, full of feart, my heart beating fast.
Back then, calming my heartbeat, I was wondering what nurses our fear of the wild, how much we have
become remote, uncertain in Nature, to her, who was once our only home, and still nourishes us and
gives us life – as we withdrew ourselves to the safety of big agglomerations of concrete houses and cars,
leaving behind the taste of fear not of the obvious, but of what has become the wild unknown.
Now - I am full of joy –
my worries blown away in the Savannah wind.......
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Tuesday Evening, 18. September 2007
– too much has happened since the morning walk
– too many little things and big things to be able to write them all down.......
At sunset, the Sun glowing red over the deep, far Savannah, we encounter a car in the middle of the
road and wonder – what’s this tourist doing there, so late? A dark man gets out as we approach, the
green clothes of a lodge worker, and pleads to be taken to the gate. Frederic – as we learn later – works
at Singita 40 km back, and his car broke down 20 km before reaching the Orpen gate. He was waiting
for a very long time, but none of the people going to Satara late had stopped or cared. We were running
late – no more cars were on their way to Orpen now – he was lost. He seemed lost indeed, frustrated and
desperate, not knowing how to get home, how to get his car out of Kruger park. We discussed briefly,
took him to Orpen – an intense drive through deep dusk and increasing darkness, the African night
enveloping every bush, every beast, but three pairs of eyes, taking their turns, spotted all animals before
any harm was done – we were very lucky, nothing happened. I will not forget when Frederic said “watch
out, a lion”, and I looked into her green eyes reflecting our lights – may window was up within seconds,
although she turned and seemed to leave, uninterested – a lioness is never alone! Impala and Zebra were
crossing the street, two hyenas almost ran in front of the car, but we gladly missed them, elephants to
the side, kudu, everything....... it was incredibly intense, yet beautiful beyond imagination....... The guard
wasn’t happy at first to see us approach so very late, but when he heard the story the big African smile
shone on his face – discussion with Frederic, the receptino people, and finally, the warm good-byes –
Frederic grateful, a little less worried now, to find help and have escaped the lonely night in the middle
of the park, the guard, embraces 4, 5 times, shakes my hand over and over again, before he arranges our
departure through the gate – long closed – we thank him the African way with a smile – and the tourist
way, money is all we have to offer.
At the front gate, we have to wait for an elephant to finish his dinner near the guard house, we see
him move slowly towards the street, finally crossing a way behind the car, clearing our own way....... The
guard waits in the car with us, having dashed from the safety of his garden fence into the rear seat – too
scared to move, but finally with a smile of relief opens the gate once more to let us go. We wait for him
to be back in the safety near the guard house, he waves his light good-bye, assured.
A long way ahead, asphalt and lots (loads, LOADS) of gravel, a tough night drive unplanned through
the deep African darkness. Hardly ever did I think I could be so glad to be back here, at N’Kaya, almost
familiar even now.......
Andris picked us up at the lodge, the drive through Thornybush was absorbed in thought and recovering, dinner plates for us from Deidre, supportive as ever, regaining our strength and catching our breath
after a long, long and very unusual day. In the quiet of the dark, now, I allow my thoughts to travel back,
back to Kruger, to Frederic, to all the adventures of the most unusual day. During our drives through
the park, there were elephants near and fra, giraffes passing by close, undisturbed, sunset over the vast
infinity of the Savannah – wide, sandcoloured land swaying in the breeze, tree silhouettes (two being long
giraffe necks) – baboons playing on the street, the warm asphalt warming their bodies, fighting, rolling
ever, with no interest to be rushed aside - animals are first in the park, and beyond.
And then the Elephant Oasis (Orpen Dam) – unbelievable how many animals, specifically elephants,
young and old, join at the waterhole.......
I sit and write part of the day while all around me the bush is teeming with life – I could sit liek this,
out in the open, watching, waiting, nothing more – every day and would not a single day be bored.......
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Drive to Tschokwane and back

The drive was – full of olifants and giraffes, quite literally, interspersed with a wild mix of everything else. the first elephant very close to – well, us, feeding, eyes looking exploringly, oblivious yet to
all things lacking the delicious juicy smell of leaves. Our first stop along the road, the southernmost
boabab tree (no ripe-dry risps of carob for me to chew on) – the loop road is blocked by a fallen bush,
so that we turn back, into the small loop, realising we were wrong anyways, and stop hard in front of
very long legs. The giraffe looks down on us from sibstantial height, decides not to bother with tiny
vermin, and elegantly strides past our windows – at half a meter un-distance, as we stare, amazed, and
do not dare to move. But she is used to weird people in the tin, just as much as we are not used to wild
animals next to us. She leaves the road and stops at the next tree, continuing lunch almost uninterrupted.
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Reluctantly, we move on to Tschokwane, driving up the Orpen Dam hills, taking in the rising views
of the land below. One stop to the East – wide Savannah, dotted with a small oasis of lush green, and a
few leavy trees, stretches below us into the distant hills, and to infinity. To the West, a winding tiverbed
gives itself away in the green of bushes and shrubs, and the occasional tree. The land here seems a little
greener, but just as bare of animals – siesta time. Not a buffalo, not a wildebeast, not a single elephant
(let alone a herd), not even impala can be seen, not a gi- but wait! – a lone giraffe hides near the river in
the protection of thick, green bushtrees almost reaching its own height – albeit unmovingly – can it be real?
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We breathe in the wide, wild view of the Savannah, the endlessness of Africa, listening to the sound
of only the wind moving in the southern afternoon. The sky is cloudy, the air mild, and yet – nothing
moves, nothing speaks. Absorbing infinity we turn back to re-discover life in the lower lands – back to
Orpen Dam. The lookout is beautiful – the view down to olifant oasis a fantasy. The oasis still holds
water within its muddy shores, and pampas grass grows in thick bundles. A lone heron watches over
the water. Two elephants, a mother and a young, trudge out from the forested area at the bottom of
the river valley, slowly moving their way to the pampas. As they start to feed, two others follow, slowly,
deliberately, walking towards tea-time (it seems they prefer the green variety). And then, this must be
an illusion, more and more elephants arrive, a never-ending caravan, all moving the same path out from
the forest towards the oasis with its bush and grass. One youngster enjoys rubbing the belly on a straw
hill, but they don’t do us the favour of taking a bath – and we don’t complain. We watch them roam
– convinced that this is the be(a)st place in the world, here and now, sitting and breathing the air of
Africa. While I write my travel diary – there is no better scene to do so – Mum takes pictures, we share
amazing views through the binoculars – I almost can’t finish, frequently interrupted bu her “look here”
and “ohs” and “ahs”. Olifant oasis is a wild place, and yet one of the most peaceful moments in my life
– I could stay here forever – or at least until sunset, when life goes wild again. It is hard to leave and
I breathe in the moment one more time before we turn to go – leaving some 40 elephants behind (they
must have gone in circles, certainly).
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On the way back, one more – a big male elephant offers his portrait, joined by two rhinos later very
near the road, before we hit the street barrier. There is no passing, the baboon gang is very clear, “the
street is warm and we sit here.” The babies tumble over each other as they play, and mothers carry their
tiny ones around to the best spot in the evening sun. One big male found the best, though – sitting on
the railing of the bridge, watching over the dry riverbed into the glowing, shining evening sun – what else
can you wish for?

We finally pick our way through the baboon street gang and parking cars, but don’t get far – two
giraffes stretch their long necks into sunset, and I can’t resist taking *the* image of Africa – it is amazing,
it is sooooooo real.......
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We hurry on, time is late, happily trying to reach the gate, unaware of the adventure that lies ahead,
one bend and 20 km down the road.......
As we leave the park much later, after meeting Frederic and his colleagues, we move off into the night,
even happier, looking back to a long, absolutely amazing, fully rewarding day – a day full of joy and wonder
– and as we struggle our way back to N’Kaya through the black African night we know we carry in our bag
one more African story back to tell..........................................
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Wednesday, 19. September 2007
– evening drive into the Sunset.......
Evening drive –

a cheetah and two young, feeding, nusing – I can hear her purr as the two cubs suckle, she is still a cat –
we see impala and kudu crossing the road, the kudu less nervous than usual – even allowing for a picture,
non-illusive – a large family group of dwarf mongooses everywhere, and then the lake – a dam holds the
precious water, allowing a depth sufficient for hippos to dwell therein – we see three noses and tiny pairs
of ears floating above the surface, a wide rosy yawn, nothing more. A crocodil, apparently a gift from
someone, dubious pleasure, baskes in the sunlight. We drive on to a high ridge, a point from where the
sunset is simply beautiful, the sharp-rimmed Drakensberge in the distance shimmering a soft violet. As
the Sun sets, the halfmoon shines bright straight from zenith, illuminating the land. Jupiter – visible
shortly afterwards with three moons.
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As the Milky Way begins to twinkle, we move slowly into a bend, and there they are – three lions cross
the road, the big male impressive and unperturbed by the flashlight, his two sons follow respectfully
behind. We drive around to another dam and watch as they emerge from the deep bush, elegantly and
oblivious, or rather ignorant of our presence, we listen as they lap the precious liquid.

They are a gorgeous view, calm, seemingly peaceful, yet revealed power in
every muscle, every movement, wild
beauty – and that’s enough for the
night.......

(except for a little bit of unexpected star-gazing later down the road....... the dark of the African sky once
more contrasting the milky twinkle of myriads of stars unbelievingly beautiful.......)
Jupiter once more, and possibly mercury, the Southern cross, Antares in scorpion, blazing red, Lyra
the blue....... so much to see, reluctant to leave the wide, vast night to be confined back in a room.......
walls are too tight to be held for long, sitting outside, reading, listening, breathing in the night....... until
the noise along the fence, the unseen voices of unknown creatures startle me into the safety of confined
human-ity.......
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Thursday, 20. September 2007
Blyde River Canyon – Panorama Route
Every view a new perspective
upon the world
above and below –
breathtaking without room for breaks.

Mountain peaks, blue and misty in the distance, yet sharp outlines against the blazing blue sky –
green pastures and lush crevices, ravenously-steep river beds, rivers, lakes and waterfalls so unexpected
after climbing from the dry, dry lands below – misty mountains, full of dew....... View upon a wonderworld
– in the true sense of the meaning – forests and meadows, intensely green hiding above the sandy-beige
Savannah, a patch of land barely visible in the distance. Two cliffs step down from the plateau towards
the low veld – steps of giants, 1000 meter high each. I catch my breath and would like to linger and
inhale the free, wild atmosphere of the Drakensberg – breath moisture in the air and green, and the wind
of freedom, the deep blue sky stretching endlessly above the sloping, dropping, steeply rising lands. The
feeling of fresh, moist air floods back and forth through my lungs, leaving me with a taste of longing for
the green mountainous wilderness.......
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3 Rondawels

Kolkgate Potholes
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Mountain Village
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Friday, 21. September 2007
The temperatures are rising –
the sky an amazing blue
after a clear, starry night –
a truely quiet day.

The animals seem to be hiding either from the sun or from us, human interferences in a wild world – we
had no rain.
On morning safari, the bush appeared deserted. The occasional kudu and impala crosses our path
home, but nothing else – the quietness seems betraying, startling. The deserted land talks about the heat
of the day, forboding hot wind at noon.
To our great pleasure, the animals not visible on morning drive appeared to crowd around the waterhole – a group of zebra, two giraffes, a couple of warthogs mud-bathing, and even a gang of vervvet
monkeys visits to our great delight. Sitting in the shade, watching, listening, waiting, we once more enjoy
the slow pace, the light breeze, the feeling of the low-veld around us.
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And in the early afternoon, at the heat of day, a cool bath in the pool – cooling down for night drive.

The safari holds a clear sunset and the joy of the cheetah with her four cubs (not quite cubs anymore,
they appear to grow daily). I could easily watch and scetch the family the whole day, sitting in the shade,
amazed by their entleness – playful and lazy after breakfast, but not clumsy anymore, they will soon
walk alone.

Sunset behind the distant mountains – only too aware of the last evening, the last quiet moment in
the wild before the return to civilization, a world that seems distant, seems not to be mine. A shudder
at the thought of the giant airports, of the planes, of the hubbub of city life. With a brush, I push back
these thoughts – not today. A deep view and a long breath into the glowing blue-violet sunset turing
orange-red, the bush around me, I wander off for a tiny bit of space just to myself, my own moment
of wildness........ Gazing wide into the distance, towards the far-away blue misty mountains, I imagine a
world with no fences, no boundaries, beyond segregation, free and wild.......
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After a long search, someone found the origin of the tracks, hidden comfortably in high savannah
gras, almost invisible against the sandcoloured bush – the four lionesses, sleeping soundly, uninterrupted. They do not lift as much as an eyelid. As we come close, the front lioness grants us a brief lift
of her head, looking around, before giong back to her afternoon slumber – her head on her paws, she
almost vanishes in the savannah gras. Her neighbour rolls onto her back, showing a soft, white belly, comfortrably stretching her legs into the air. A peaceful sight, twenty hours a day. All power hidden in the
gentleness of sleep, a magic moment – the force behind those stretched-out legs unimaged, unimagineable.
A quiet day, break with wonders, before our minds have to be turned to leaving,
flying back to reality.......
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Saturday, 22. September 2007
A long, long morning drive – starts slow, we see her tracks, in search for 1 1/2 hours, we circle the
patch of bush where she must hide – but the leopard remains illusive. We understand the luck of having
seen a leopard twice, full of appreciation. Finally, we leave for morning coffee break – our frustrated
guides need it more than everyone else. To our great surprise, the next two hours pass with great excitement – five rhinos at the waterhole, drink and walk into the shade, lying down – an impressive sight –
resting under the trees for the day that promises to be hot – one very little, rhinissimo, baby and mother.
We see two more – again child and mother – along the way. A group of kudu and a wildebeast close to
the path, a giant herd of impala, jumping, running crossing a meadow, displaying their elegance and speed.
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And then again – cheetah, but this time Andris tracks them in their resting place – three males,
probably brothers – more nervous and illusive than the mothers with their young.
On the way back the savannah wind blows hot, hot, hot into our faces – the first day, at eleven o’clock,
the temperature climbs to fourty degrees, extreme heat tells us the hiding animals knew, as they often
know, so much before us the change in the air, the weather, the heat – summer knocks the door, taking
over spring – extreme land.
A wonderful good-bye to Africa.......
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